Wire Die & Nitrogen Gas Springs

Precision Punch & Tooling offers a complete line of versatile Wire

Die Springs and Nitrogen Gas
Springs made by Special Springs. It’s a natural fit: Precision Punch & Tooling’s signature quality
and precision, and Special Springs’ high level of dimensional accuracy, durability and reliability.
That’s why many of our customers use these springs along with Precision Punch & Tooling products
for injection molding, metal stamping and in tool & die shops.

Wire Die Springs

Nitrogen Gas Springs

Cross Reference Compatible - Competitors’ parts can easily
be cross referenced

Cross Reference Compatible - Competitors’ parts can easily be
cross referenced

ISO Standards - Our parts are interchangeable with
competitors’ parts

ISO Standards - Our parts are interchangeable with competitors’
gas springs

Large Range of Sizes - Hole diameters range from
10mm up to 63mm

Large Range of Sizes - Body diameters of gas springs range
from12mm up to 195mm

Rectangular & Oval Styles - We offer both rectangular and
oval styles of wire die springs

Safety You Can Trust - Reduce the risk of tool damage or
personal injury due to ejection of parts under pressure

500,000 Items In Stock - We keep more items in stock to
get you back on track faster

500,000 Items In Stock - We keep more items in stock to get
you back on track faster

Same Day Shipping - Valid on any in-stock product ordered
by 3PM EST

Same Day Shipping - Valid on any in-stock product

Large Spring Loads - Spring rates ranging from Ultra Light
Load up to Ultra Heavy
Satisfaction Guaranteed - We stand by our products and
offer a 2-year warranty

Large Force Range - Our springs handle force from 5lbs. up
to 20 tons
Satisfaction Guaranteed - We stand by our products and offer
a 2-year warranty on all of our gas springs
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High Quality Products Made in the U.S.A.
Precision Punch & Tooling Corporation is a premier manufacturer of punches, dies, perforators, and precision
ground cylindrical parts. In addition to a full line of standard products, Precision Punch & Tooling manufactures
high-precision components to customer specifications.
Every day, for every client, for every project, we dedicate the resources and energy necessary to provide
unsurpassed quality of products and service.
We build perfection in every injection molding part we manufacture; we never settle for anything less than best.
Our custom capabilities are unmatched. Our team of process engineers will work with you from start to finish.
They will evaluate your specifications and design a process using state-of-the-art equipment operated by
highly skilled, experienced operators to consistently fulfill your requirements. You can count on us to meet
your specifications and exceed your expectations.

Made in the U.S.A.
With over 44,000 square feet of manufacturing space in our facility in Berlin, CT, we combine
the latest in state-of-the-art equipment with over 50 years of professional manufacturing
experience. This results in products that consistently meet the most precise requirements
and stand up to the most rigorous demands.

Partnering
We are committed to developing close and long-term relationships with
our customers. These ongoing partnerships enable us to provide
optimum value and pricing along with reliable, timely deliveries.

ISO 9001 Certified/ISO 13485 Certified
ISO 9001 Certification attests to our meeting the international criteria for quality
management principles, including a strong customer focus, the motivation and
implication of top management, the process approach, and continual improvement.
ISO 13485 Certification attests to our meeting the requirements for medical devices and
related services that consistently meet customer requirements and regulatory requirements
applicable to medical devices and related services.
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